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IN DEVELOPMENT
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They say, I’m on 

development ! All episodes are also single films, each 5-7mins. 

A compilation of films will be released in

cinemas, for example 6x5mins, 8x5mins etc.

The national funders: 

LETTER OF INTENT of the Finnish public

broadcaster YLE CHILDREN licenses

exclusive tv rights for Finland. 

SCRIPT & DEVELOPMENT FUND 

granted by Finnish governmental bodies, 

the Finnish Film Foundation & Ministry of 

Culture & Education through AVEK Fund.
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MAIN CHARACTERS are THE THREE SIBLINGS

JASMIN (10) - serious, responsible and bossy girl

IRIS (8) – outgoing girl, enjoys being in the spotlight, has own YouTube channel 

LEO (5) - eager to do the same things as his big sisters, ambitious
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The siblings have many ambitious projects

for their hamster. In the first episode, they

want it to be a social media star and an 

agility champion. 

Hansperi isn’t ambitious nor obedient. 

Instead it’s a very greedy hamster who’s

mission is to find as much treats as it can. 

It causes mayhem as it resiliently looks for 

treats. 

The siblings’ and Hansperi’s plans don’t

always match…

CHARACTER HANSPERI THE HAMSTER



THEMES 

The series is a gentle take on an animal’s right to 

simply be an animal without having to comply to a 

human’s every whim. The stories is also about the 

importance of teamwork and flexibility. 

The animation studio lighting creates a 3-dimensional 

atmosphere, giving a feel that characters are almost 

tangible. The stories have a more immersive feel, it is 

compelling and provokes an emotional response.

THE HUMOUR

Absurd humour is born as the siblings’ high 

expectations clash with the cruel reality. A cute but 

uncontrollable hamster is really the gremlin of the 

stories. It is both amusing and chaotic at the same 

time. 

Similar characters are the careless Tootletubs in 

Tootletubs & Jyro (orig. Turilas & Jäärä), greedy giant 

rabbit in Wallace & Gromit: The Curse of the Were-

Rabbit and evil penguin in Wrong Trousers.



POINT OF VIEW

The world is mainly seen and heard from an animal’s point 

of view. A near-sighted hamster waddling on the floor sees 

things in his own way and hears the siblings’ speech as 

gibberish. The same style of characters’ speech is used in 

Shaun the Sheep -movies, for example.

REALISM vs FANTASY

In the stories, everyday life turns into fantasy and the 

atmosphere becomes strange, like in the first episode when 

the hamster moves from the modern children’s room into the 

Edwardian-style dollhouse. 

NO DIALOGUE

The series utilizes a nonsense language that everyone 

understands. As in silent movies, the narration lies mostly on 

in the story, nonverbal expression and sound work. Music is 

used sparingly. 

STYLE AND STORYTELLING



In addition to humour, the stories have

elements of slightly horror – but not too 

scary - when the hamster with glowing 

eyes scurries around in film noir lighting. 

Here are draft pictures of the those scenes.
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In the first story the siblings are very excited

when their long-awaited pet arrives home…
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…Hansperi the Hamster.
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The siblings decide to train Hansperi for agility. They explain how to jump over the

fences. We hear the siblings’ speaking like a hamster would hear, so we realize that

Hansperi doesn’t understand a word they’re saying. 
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Then they make Hansperi 

watch dog agility.
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But Hansperi isn’t interested in watching videos. 

Hamster is short sighted, so it actually doesn’t

even see the videos. Instead, it wants to taste

the mobile phone.
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Then Hansperi is set off.
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The siblings wait impatiently for Hansperi 

to move on….
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…but Hansperi is in no hurry.

It starts cleaning its coat and whiskers…
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…and when Hansperi finally approaches the obstacle, it starts nibbling it.
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It doesn’t do anything it’s supposed to do…
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…and then it escapes

and disappears.
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While the siblings are searching Hansperi, 

it smells something interesting…
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…and it follows the delicius scent to the siblings’ 

dollhouse.
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It enters through

the window…



23…and from upstairs it finds a deliciously smelling banana candy.
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The siblings are horrified. Sweet is dangerous for hamsters. They try to take the

candy away from Hansperi, but it wont let go…



25…and then a lot of chaotic things happen…
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…and the precious dollhouse collapses into piles of cardboard.
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But in the end the girls discover what motivates Hansperi: it will do anything
for a piece of banana. The girls get the hamster to cooperate on its own terms.

But in the end the siblings discover

what motivates Hansperi: it will

do anything for a piece of banana. 
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The siblings get the hamster to cooperate on its own terms.
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Using great humor, HANSPERI stories are easy to follow. There 

are themes bubbling under the main stories, but those are not in 

the spotlight. Stories rather let children to find their own thoughts. 



Some ideas for the next episodes
HANSPERI VISITS GUINEA PIG 

Hamsters are hermits, loners. But guinea pigs 
are very social animals. What might happen 
when these two meet?



HANSPERI VISITS THE 

SIBLINGS’ BOY COUSINS

Both girls and boys are

excited about this little pet. 

But Hansperi takes their

games into surprising

directions. 



HANSPERI GETS 

MARRIED

… but who will 

Hansperi marry?

Princess Doll? 

Robot? 

Let’s see. 

This is a very funny 

episode. 



Some more ideas for new episodes

Hansperi’s shadow play

Sisters Jasmin and Iris amuse themselves by telling a creepy ghost story 

to their little brother Leo as a bedtime story.

Hansperi makes a jigsaw puzzle

Leo wants his sisters to help him with a difficult jigsaw puzzle, but Jasmin 

and Iris are too busy doing their homework, so Leo decides to play with 

Hansperi instead. What this may cause?

Hansperi sings karaoke

The children sing karaoke in turns. The singing soon turns into a serious 

competition.

Hansperi at the great hamster show

The girls have brushed and pampered Hansperi for days in preparation 

for a rodent show, where Hansperi is evaluated by an honourable jury. 
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Where’s my mobile phone?

Funny HANSPERI MEMES & GIFS can be downloaded from the 

HANSPERI website. PHOTO shootings are made during the film 

studio shootings. This opens an option for HANSPERI BOOKS.
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The animation director 

MARIKO HÄRKÖNEN

Mariko’s previous international

puppet animation series, entitled

”TURILAS & JÄÄRÄ”, was created

together with Ismo Virtanen. 

This series was distributed

worldwide in cinemas & on tv and 

it got new names, such as        

Nico & Patou in French

Ture & Jerry in Swedish 

Tootlebus & Jyro in English

LINK to the French site:

http://www.septiemefactory.com/nico-

et-patou-2/

http://www.septiemefactory.com/nico-et-patou-2/
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DIRECTOR MARIKO HÄRKÖNEN           

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0997091/

PRODUCER OUTI ROUSU

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0746116/?ref_=fn_al_nm_3

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0997091/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0746116/?ref_=fn_al_nm_3
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Contact: producer OUTI ROUSU – outi@pystymetsa.fi – mobile +358 405412922 

www.pystymetsa.fi  - www.pystymetsafilms.com

Photos by Tero Makkonen

THANK YOU 

mailto:outi@pystymetsa.fi

